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Pentkhaus

Luxury Coastal 2 Bedroom Apartment For Sale In
Bloubergstrand
Mexico, Morelos, Cuernavaca, , , ,

TSINA PRODAZHU

$ 345721.00

 121 qm  3 kimnaty  2 spal?ni  2 vanni kimnaty

 2 poverhy  2 qm zemel?na
ploshcha

 2 avtomobil?ni
mistsya

Ephraim Zaslansky
Firzt Realty

Johannesburg, South Africa - Mistsevyy Chas

27 11 731 0300
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Nestled along the sun-kissed Blouberg shores on Cape Town's Western Seaboard, Infinity Apartments redefine coastal living for global investors

in search of income-generating properties in South Africa. These architectural gems offer an exclusive selection of one and two-bedroom

apartments, beckoning you into a world of unmatched luxury and convenience. Infinity Apartments epitomize seamless sophistication. Each detail

has been meticulously designed to create an atmosphere of refined opulence. Immerse yourself in an oasis of comfort as every apartment comes

fully furnished with tasteful furniture, state-of-the-art appliances, and exquisite crockery. For those opting for our exclusive rental pool, fine linen

adds an extra layer of elegance, enveloping you in a serene ambiance. Parking is a privilege at Infinity Apartments, with most units featuring

reserved parking spaces. Whether you're gazing at the ocean's horizon or exploring the city's cultural treasures, your parking spot guarantees

both convenience and peace of mind. The process of acquiring your Infinity Apartment is effortless. We've streamlined the procedure by including

transfer duties with every apartment sale, making your investment decision a breeze.Indulge in the sophistication of our renowned rental pool,

expertly managed by esteemed hotel partners. This option maximizes your investment potential, providing effortless returns while maintaining the

allure of the coastal lifestyle.Discover Infinity Apartments, where each unit transcends traditional living spaces – it embodies elegance and

serenity. Embrace the allure of beachfront living, the convenience of fully-furnished apartments, the assurance of exclusive parking, and the

promise of lucrative returns through our rental pool. Your journey to coastal sophistication begins here.THIS ONE WILL NOT LAST LONG, CALL

ME NOW!

Dostupnyy Z: 19.11.2023

Poverkh: 4 Poverkhy: 4 Rik Pobudovy: 2017 Avtomobil?Ni
Mistsya: 4

Rik Pobudovy: 2017 Typ: Ofis

Zruchnosti

ID ID majna Kondytsioner Systema Syhnalizatsiyi

Pryymal?na Zona

Zruchnosti Na Vidkrytomu Povitri

Tsilodobova Okhorona Baseyn


